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Abstract. We discuss the current status of chiral effective field theory in the three-nucleon sector and
present selected results for nucleon-deuteron scattering observables based on semilocal momentum-space-
regularized chiral two-nucleon potentials together with consistently regularized three-nucleon forces up
to third chiral order. Using a Bayesian model for estimating truncation errors, the obtained results are
found to provide a good description of the experimental data. We confirm our earlier findings that a high-
precision description of nucleon-deuteron scattering data below pion production threshold will require the
theory to be pushed to fifth chiral order. This conclusion is substantiated by an exploratory study of
selected short-range contributions to the three-nucleon force at that order, which, as expected, are found
to have significant effects on polarization observables at intermediate and high energies. We also outline the
challenges that will need to be addressed in order to push the chiral expansion of three-nucleon scattering
observables to higher orders.
PACS. 21.30.-x Nuclear forces – 21.30.Fe Forces in hadronic systems and effective interactions – 21.45.+v
Few-body systems
1 Introduction
The past few years have seen remarkable advances towards
pushing the precision frontier of chiral effective field the-
ory (EFT) in the two-nucleon sector, see Refs. [1,2,3] for
review articles. The fifth-order (N4LO) contributions to
the nucleon-nucleon (NN) force have been worked out in
Ref. [4] and a new generation of accurate and precise chi-
ral EFT NN potentials up through N4LO has been de-
veloped in Refs. [5,6,7,8], see also Refs. [9,10,11] for re-
lated developments. The N4LO interactions of Refs. [7,
8] utilize the values of the pion-nucleon (piN) low-energy
constants (LECs) determined from matching chiral per-
turbation theory to the Roy-Steiner-equation analysis of
piN scattering at the subthreshold point [12], but differ
substantially by the regularization procedure. The poten-
tials developed by our group in Ref. [7] build upon our
earlier studies [5,6] and employ a local regulator for pion-
exchange contributions which, per construction, maintains
the analytic structure of the long-range interaction. Differ-
ently to the nonlocally regularized potentials of Ref. [8],
the interactions constructed in Ref. [7] do not produce
long-range artifacts at any finite order of expansion in in-
verse powers of the momentum-space cutoff Λ. The result-
ing semilocal1 momentum-space regularized (SMS) poten-
tials of Ref. [7] are currently the most precise chiral EFT
interactions and provide, at the highest order N4LO+2, a
nearly perfect and Λ-independent (within the considered
cutoff range) description of neutron-proton and proton-
1 The term “semilocal” refers to a local regularization ap-
proach for long-range interactions in combination with a non-
local cutoff for the short-range part of the nuclear force.
2 The N4LO+ potentials of Ref. [7] include four sixth-order
(i.e. N5LO) short-range operators contributing to F-waves,
which are needed to describe certain very precisely measured
proton-proton scattering observables at intermediate and high
energies. The same operators are included in the N4LO poten-
tials of Ref. [8].
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proton scattering data below pion production threshold
from the self-consistent 2013 Granada data base [13]. The
achieved description of the scattering data is comparable
to or even better than that based on the so-called high-
precision semi-phenomenological potentials like the AV18
[14], CD Bonn [15] and Nijm I, II [16] models.
In spite of this exciting progress in the NN sector, ap-
plications of chiral EFT to three- and more-nucleon sys-
tems and in processes involving external sources are, with
very few exceptions, still limited to the next-to-next-to-
leading order (N2LO) in the chiral expansion. What makes
high-accuracy calculations of such systems/reactions be-
yond N2LO so difficult? The main technical and concep-
tual difficulties are related to the treatment of many-body
forces and exchange current operators. Three- (3NF) and
four-nucleon forces (4NF) start to contribute at third (N2LO)
and fourth (N3LO) orders of the chiral expansion, respec-
tively, while the first contributions to the exchange elec-
troweak currents appear already at second order (NLO)
relative to the dominant single-nucleon terms. Over the
past decade, we have worked out off-shell-consistent ex-
pressions for the 3NF [17,18], 4NF [19,20] and electroweak
charge and current operators [21,22,23,24] completely up
through N3LO using dimensional regularization (DR) to
compute pion loop contributions, see also Refs. [25,26,
27,28] for a related work on electroweak currents by the
JLab-Pisa group and Ref. [29] for a review article. Fur-
thermore, selected N4LO contributions to the 3NF have
been worked out in Refs. [30,31,32], and the longest-range
part of the 3NF was also analyzed in the framework in-
volving ∆(1232) degrees of freedom. On the technical side,
the implementation of the 3NFs and exchange currents
in few-body calculations requires their partial-wave de-
composition. This nontrivial task can nowadays be accom-
plished numerically for a general 3NF specified in momen-
tum space as described in Refs. [33,34]. The main concep-
tual challenge that still needs to be addressed concerns
a consistent regularization of many-body forces and ex-
change operators. While this issue is irrelevant in the NN
sector, a naive regularization of many-body interactions
and exchange currents based on the expressions derived
using DR violates chiral symmetry and leads to inconsis-
tent/wrong results at the one-loop level (i.e. at N3LO)
and beyond [35,36]. A possible solution could be provided
by using higher-derivative regularization instead of DR,
which has to be chosen in the way compatible with the
regularization scheme of Ref. [37] in the NN sector. Work
along these lines is in progress.
In this paper we update our recent study [38] based
on the semilocal coordinate-space regularized (SCS) NN
forces of Refs. [5,6] and analyze nucleon-deuteron (Nd)
scattering observables using the new SMS chiral NN po-
tentials of Ref. [7] in combination with the SMS 3NF at
N2LO. We also refine our previous estimations of trun-
cation uncertainties by employing a Bayesian approach
instead of the algorithm proposed in Ref. [5] and used in
our earlier studies [39,40,38] in the three-nucleon sector.
Last but nor least, we explore the role of selected N4LO
short-range 3NF terms in Nd scattering.
Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we spec-
ify our Bayesian model for truncation errors by following
the approach proposed in Ref. [41]. Our results for Nd
scattering observables at N2LO are presented in section 3,
while the role of selected N4LO 3NF operators is discussed
in section 4. The main results of our study are summarized
in section 5.
2 Bayesian model for truncation errors
A reliable estimation of theoretical uncertainties is an es-
sential ingredient of any systematic approach such as chi-
ral EFT. Cutoff variation offers one possibility to quantify
the impact of contributions beyond the truncation level.
However, in the few- and many-nucleon sectors, the avail-
able cutoff range is often rather limited. Furthermore, cut-
off variation does not allow one to probe the impact of ne-
glected long-range interactions. In Ref. [5], a more reliable,
universally applicable algorithm for estimating truncation
errors using the available information on the chiral ex-
pansion for any observable of interest without relying on
cutoff variation was proposed. Here and in what follows,
this algorithm will be referred to as the EKM-approach.
For applications of the EKM method to a broad range of
low-energy reactions in the single-baryon and few-/many-
nucleon sectors see Refs. [42,43,44,45] and [6,39,46,47,
40,38,48], respectively. Being very simple and easy to im-
plement, the EKM approach does, however, not directly
provide a statistical interpretation of the estimated uncer-
tainties. In Refs. [49,41], a general Bayesian approach to
calculate the posterior probability distribution for trun-
cation errors in chiral EFT was developed. The EKM ap-
proach was then shown to essentially correspond to a par-
ticular choice of prior probability distribution for the co-
efficients in the chiral expansion of observables. Using the
chiral NN potentials from Ref. [5], the EKM error esti-
mations for the neutron-proton (np) total cross section at
selected energies were found in the Bayesian approach of
Ref. [49] to be consistent with 68% degree-of-belief (DoB)
intervals.
Throughout this paper, we employ a slightly modified
version of the Bayesian model from Ref. [49]. Specifically,
consider a two-nucleon scattering observable X(p) with p
referring to the center-of-mass (CM) momentum. Calcu-
lating X(p) using chiral EFT potentials at various orders
Qi, i = 0, 2, 3, 4, . . ., (but for a fixed cutoff value) yields
the corresponding predictions X(i)(p), and the chiral ex-
pansion of X(p) can be written in the form
X = X(0) +∆X(2) +∆X(3) +∆X(4) + . . .
=: Xref
(
c0 + c2Q
2 + c3Q
3 + c4Q
4 + . . .
)
, (1)
with ∆X(2) := X(2) − X(0) and ∆X(i) := X(i) − X(i−1)
for i > 2. The second equality serves as a definition of
the dimensionless expansion coefficients ci. The reference
value Xref which sets the overall scale will be defined be-
low. Here and in what follows, the expansion parameter
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of chiral EFT is assumed to have the form [5,6,49,41]
Q = max
(
p
Λb
,
M effpi
Λb
)
, (2)
where Λb is the breakdown scale of the chiral expansion.
The quantity M effpi serves to model the expansion of NN
observables around the chiral limit. In Refs. [5,6,49,41],
this scale was set to the physical pion mass Mpi. How-
ever, as pointed out in Ref. [50], the error plots in Ref. [5]
indicate that the transition between the two expansion
regimes in the NN sector actually appears at a scale M effpi
higher than Mpi. On the other hand, both Bayesian model
parameters Λb and M
eff
pi can be determined/tuned empir-
ically by calculating the success rates for a given set of
observables and/or energies. In particular, Ref. [49] con-
firmed the EKM estimation Λb ∼ 600 MeV based on the
results for the total np cross section and using the SCS
potentials of Ref. [5], but it also found somewhat larger
values of Λb to be statistically consistent, see also a re-
lated discussion in [51]. A similar empirical analysis was
performed in Ref. [50] for both Λb and M
eff
pi yielding the
values of Λb ∼ 650 . . . 700 MeV and M effpi ∼ 200 MeV.
Suppose the results for the observable X(p) are avail-
able up through the order X(k), k ≥ 2. The goal is then
to estimate the truncation error δX(k) ≡∑i>k∆X(i) re-
sulting from neglecting the unknown higher-order contri-
butions, i.e. to compute the posterior probability distribu-
tion function (pdf) for δX(k) given the explicit knowledge
of {X(0), X(2), . . . , X(k)}. The Bayesian model of Ref. [41]
uses the leading-order (LO) result for X(p) to set the over-
all scale
Xref = X
(0) (3)
in order to define the dimensionless expansion coefficients
ci with c0 = 1 in Eq. (1). As we will argue below, this ap-
proach may, for certain choices of the prior pdf, be too re-
strictive in the kinematical regions near the points where
the LO contribution vanishes e.g. by changing the sign.
Such situations are not uncommon if one looks at observ-
ables which depend on continuously varying parameters
such as energy or scattering angle, see also a discussion
in Ref. [51]. In such circumstances it is advantageous to
set the overall scale from the next-to-leading order (NLO)
contribution ∆X(2) via Xref = ∆X
(2)/Q2 in order to
avoid underestimating Xref . To have an approach applica-
ble when both X(0) and/or ∆X(2) are accidentally small,
we set the scale Xref via
Xref = max
(
|X(0)|, |∆X
(2)|
Q2
)
(4)
for k = 2 and
Xref = max
(
|X(0)|, |∆X
(2)|
Q2
,
|∆X(3)|
Q3
)
(5)
for k ≥ 3. Let cm = 1, m ∈ {0, 2, 3}, be the coefficient
used to define the overall scale. Assuming that the remain-
ing coefficients ci are distributed according to some com-
mon pdf pr(ci|c¯) with a hyperparameter c¯ and performing
marginalization over h chiral orders k+1, . . . , k+h, which
are assumed to dominate the truncation error, the prob-
ability distribution for the dimensionless residual ∆k ≡∑∞
n=k+1 cnQ
n ' ∑k+hn=k+1 cnQn to take a value ∆k = ∆,
given the knowledge of {ci≤k}, is given by [41]
prh(∆|{ci≤k}) =
∫∞
0
dc¯prh(∆|c¯) pr(c¯)
∏
i∈A pr(ci|c¯)∫∞
0
dc¯
∏
i∈A pr(ci|c¯)
,
(6)
where the set A is defined as A = {n ∈ N0 |n ≤ k ∧ n 6=
1 ∧ n 6= m} and
prh(∆|c¯) ≡
[
k+h∏
i=k+1
∫ ∞
−∞
dcipr(ci|c¯)
]
δ
(
∆−
k+h∑
j=k+1
cjQ
j
)
.
(7)
Here and in what follows, we employ the Gaussian prior
of “set C” from Ref. [41], namely
pr(ci|c¯) = 1√
2pic¯
e−c
2
i /(2c¯
2) (8)
and assume a log-uniform probability distribution [52]
pr(c¯) =
1
ln(c¯>/c¯<)
1
c¯
θ(c¯− c¯<) θ(c¯> − c¯) . (9)
The nice feature of this prior is that all integrations in
Eq. (6) can be carried out analytically. For the sake of
completeness, we give in Appendix A the corresponding
expressions for prh(∆|{ci≤k}) from Ref. [41]. The poste-
rior pdf is an even function of ∆, and for any given DoB in-
terval, the corresponding value of the residual ∆k and the
resulting truncation error δX(k) = Xref∆k can be readily
obtained by numerically integrating prh(∆|{ci≤k}) over
∆.
As a first application, we employ the Bayesian model
of Ref. [41] and set the overall scale Xref solely from the
corresponding LO contribution, see Eq. (3). In the bot-
tom row of Figs. 1 and 2, we show the 68% and 95%
DoB intervals for selected np scattering observables at
Elab = 143 MeV for the non-informative prior C [49] with
c¯< =  and c¯> = 1/, which makes no assumption about
either the maximum and minimum size of c¯ by taking the
limit  → 0, see Eq. (23). Here, the breakdown scale was
set to Λb = 700 MeV, and the resulting Bayesian model is
referred to as C700 . Being noninformative, the prior set
C is generally expected to yield conservative estimates
for truncation errors. However, setting c¯< → 0 yields a δ-
function-like posterior prCh (∆|{ci≤k}) for c2k → 0 as can
be seen from Eq. (23), i.e. this model fails to provide an ad-
equate estimation of the truncation error if the corrections
∆(2), . . . , ∆(k) happen to be accidentally small. For the
examples shown in Figs. 1 and 2, this is the case at NLO
for the differential cross section dσ/dΩ around θCM ∼ 85◦,
for the polarization transfer Dt around θCM ∼ 140◦, for
the spin correlation coefficients Ckp at θCM ∼ 65◦ and for
the coefficient Ckk at θCM ∼ 25◦, and θCM ∼ 115◦. In
all these cases, the corresponding functions ∆X(2)(θCM)
change their sign. To circumvent the problem with the un-
derestimation of the truncation error in such kinematical
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Fig. 1. Estimated theoretical uncertainty for the chiral EFT
results for np differential cross section dσ/dΩ (left panel) and
polarization transfer coefficient Dt at laboratory energy of
Elab = 143 MeV. The light- (dark-) shaded yellow, green, blue
and red bands of decreasing width depict 95% (68%) DoB in-
tervals at NLO, N2LO, N3LO and N4LO, respectively. Dashed
lines show the LO predictions. Open circles refer to the re-
sults of the Nijmegen partial wave analysis [53]. Data for the
cross section are at Elab = 142.8 MeV and taken from [54].
The first, second, third and fourth rows correspond to the
Bayesian models C6500.5−10, C˜
650
0.5−10, C¯
650
0.5−10 and C
700
 . All re-
sults shown are based on the SMS NN potentials using the
cutoff of Λ = 450 MeV.
regions, the authors of Ref. [41] suggested to use a more
informative (but not too restrictive) prior set C0.25−10 cor-
responding to c¯< = 0.25 and c¯> = 10. Here and in what
follows, we make the choice c¯< = 0.5, which we found
to be more efficient in resolving the above mentioned is-
sue while still sufficiently general. As shown in the upper
row of Figs. 1 and 2, the prior set C6500.5−10 indeed yields
reasonable estimates of the truncation errors for dσ/dΩ.
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Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for the spin-correlation parameters
Ckp and Ckk.
However, the more informative prior with c¯< 6= 0 suf-
fers from another issue as it yields a vanishingly small
truncation error at all orders in the cases when X(0) hap-
pens to be acci entally small. This is the cas for Dt at
θCM ∼ 100◦ and for Ckk at θCM ∼ 10◦, θCM ∼ 75◦ and
θCM ∼ 180◦, see the plots in the upper row of Figs. 1 and
2. The most extreme situation is observed for the coeffi-
cient Ckp, for which the LO contribution appears to be
small for all scattering angles. The problem can be traced
back to the misidentification of the overall scale by Eq. (3)
in such accidental cases. Writing X(0) as X(0) = αX˜(0)
with α → being a dimensionless parameter, one finds
∆k ∼ α−1 for the prior set C while ∆k ∼ α0 leading
to δX(k) = αX˜(0)∆k ∼ α for the prior set Cc¯<−c¯> with
c¯> < ∞. The problem can be easily fixed by replacing
Eq. (3) with Eq. (4) as shown in the second row of Figs. 1
and 2. Here and in what follows, the resulting Bayesian
model is referred to as C˜. However, while highly unlikely,
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Neutron-proton cross sections at Elab =
50 MeV (left panel) and Elab = 150 MeV (right panel) at
various orders of the chiral expansion using the SMS poten-
tials of Ref. [7] with the cutoff Λ = 450 MeV. The smaller
(red) error bars correspond to 68% DoB intervals while the
larger (blue) ones indicate 95% DoB intervals for a variety of
Bayesian models as described in the text. The gray shaded
bands show the uncertainty estimates using the original EKM
approach. Dashed lines show the result of the next-order cal-
culation (N2LO at NLO, N3LO at N2LO, N4LO at N3LO and
N4LO+ at N4LO).
it is still possible that both the LO contribution and the
NLO correction are simultaneously accidentally small. For
the considered observables, this happens for Dt at back-
ward and for Ckk at forward angles. To prevent underesti-
mating the truncation errors in such rare cases, we replace,
for k ≥ 3, Eq. (4) with Eq. (5) and refer to the resulting
Bayesian model as C¯. This model is found to yield robust
results for NN scattering observables in all kinematical
regions, see e.g. the third row in Figs. 1 and 2 and will
be employed in nucleon-deuteron scattering calculations
considered in the next sections.
It is important to emphasize that the considered ex-
amples have been selected to visualize the possible issues
in certain accidental situations, and that the differences
between the considered Bayesian models are fairly minor
for most observables. This is exemplified in Fig. 3, where
the truncation errors for the total cross section are shown
for a variety of considered models including the original
EKM-approach (with M effpi = Mpi and Λb = 600 MeV).
As pointed out in Ref. [49], the dependence on a partic-
ular Bayesian model and/or assumed prior set decreases
with an increasing order, i.e. with the increasing amount
of information about the actual pattern of the chiral ex-
pansion. Notice that differently to the EKM approach, the
considered Bayesian models exploit only the information
up to the order, at which the truncation error is estimated.
The more conservative error estimations at Elab = 50 MeV
with the models C and C¯ as compared to the original
EKM approach are mainly due to the larger value of M effpi .
For the considered set of the total cross section calcula-
tions, counting the success rate for the next-higher order
result to lie within the estimated uncertainty as shown
in Fig. 3 yields the values of 62.5 . . . 75% (100%), which
are statistically consistent with the DoB intervals of 68%
(95%).3 We have verified that this conclusion also holds
true for a larger set of energies considered in Ref. [50]. We
refrain from performing similar statistical tests for angu-
lar distributions due to their correlated nature. This could
be done using the method proposed in Ref. [51], which
is based on Gaussian processes and encodes correlation
structure of coefficients ci(θCM).
3 Nucleon-deuteron scattering at N2LO using
SMS nuclear potentials
We now turn to the main topic of our study and consider
nucleon-deuteron scattering in chiral EFT. The N2LO three-
nucleon force is given by [55,56]
V 3N =
g2A
8F 4pi
σ1 · q1 σ3 · q3
[q21 +M
2
pi ] [q
2
3 +M
2
pi ]
[
τ 1 · τ 3
(− 4c1M2pi
+ 2c3 q1 · q3
)
+ c4τ 1 × τ 3 · τ 2 q1 × q3 · σ2
]
− gAD
8F 2pi
σ3 · q3
q23 +M
2
pi
τ 1 · τ 3 σ1 · q3 + 1
2
E τ 1 · τ 2
+ 5 permutations , (10)
where the subscripts refer to the nucleon labels, qi =
pi
′−pi with pi ′ and pi being the final and initial momenta
of the nucleon i and σi (τ i) are the Pauli spin (isospin)
matrices. Further, ci, D and E denote the corresponding
low-energy constants (LECs) while gA and Fpi refer to the
nucleon axial coupling and pion decay constant, respec-
tively. It is customary to express the LECs D and E in
terms of the corresponding dimensionless coefficients via
D =
cD
F 2piΛχ
, E =
cE
F 4piΛχ
, (11)
where, following [56,38], we use Λχ = 700 MeV. For the
LECs ci, we employ the central values from the Roy-
Steiner-equation analysis of Ref. [12] at the corresponding
chiral order, namely c1 = −0.74 GeV−1, c3 = −3.61 GeV−1
and c4 = 2.44 GeV
−1. The same values are used in the
SMS NN potentials of Ref. [7] at N2LO. Differently to
Ref. [38], we employ the same semilocal momentum-space
3 For the EKM approach, the success rate equals 100% per
construction.
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regulator for the 3NF as in the NN potentials of Ref. [7]
by replacing the pion propagators via
1
q2i +M
2
pi
→ 1
q2i +M
2
pi
e−
q2i+M
2
pi
Λ2 . (12)
For the D-term, the contact interaction between the nu-
cleons 1 and 2 is, in addition, regularized by multiply-
ing the matrix elements with a nonlocal Gaussian reg-
ulator exp(−(p212 + p′122)/Λ2), where p12 = (p1 − p2)/2,
p ′12 = (p
′
1−p ′2)/2. For the contact interaction proportional
to the LEC E, we apply a nonlocal Gaussian regulator in
momentum space
V 3Ncont → V 3Ncont e−
4p212+3k
2
3
4Λ2 e−
4p′12
2+3k′3
2
4Λ2 , (13)
where k3 = 2(p3 − (p1 + p2)/2)/3 and k ′3 = 2(p ′3 − (p ′1 +
p ′2)/2)/3 are the corresponding Jacobi momenta.
It is important to emphasize that the SMS NN poten-
tials of Ref. [7] employ additional (local) short-range sub-
tractions to ensure that the coordinate-space expressions
of the regularized pion-exchange contributions and deriva-
tives thereof vanish at the origin. This convention ensures
that regularized pion-exchange contributions contain only
long-range pieces. On the other hand, using the regulator
in Eq. (12), the resulting TPE contributions still contain
admixtures of short-range terms of the D- and E-types.
Following Ref. [38], we determine the LECs cD and
cE from the
3H binding energy and the nucleon-deuteron
differential cross section minimum at ENlab = 70 MeV.
Specifically, we fit to the experimental data in the range
of θCM = 107 . . . 141
◦. The resulting cD- and cE-values
are strongly dependent on the cutoff Λ and change from
cD = 8.9 (cE = 1.15) for Λ = 400 MeV to cD = −5.4
(cE = −0.25) for Λ = 550 MeV. Such a strong cutoff
dependence has to be expected given that these LECs re-
fer to bare quantities. The calculated observables, on the
other hand, show only a weak residual cutoff dependence
consistent with the estimated truncation uncertainty.
In Figs. 4-7 we show the results for the differential
cross section and selected polarization observables in elas-
tic nucleon-deuteron scattering at NLO and N2LO at en-
ergies of Elab = 10 MeV, Elab = 70 MeV and Elab =
135 MeV for the cutoff Λ = 500 MeV, along with the
truncation errors corresponding to the DoB intervals of
68% and 95%. Notice that the truncation errors are sym-
metric, and the actual results of our calculation lie in the
middle of the corresponding error bands.
To estimate the truncation uncertainty we have used
the Bayesian model C¯6500.5−10 introduced in section 2. For
scattering reactions involving three and more nucleons,
we, however, also need to specify the pertinent momentum
p scale that sets the expansion parameter Q in Eq. (2).
Consider nucleon-nucleus scattering and let ENlab be nu-
cleon beam energy in the laboratory system. Neglecting
the neutron-proton mass difference and the binding en-
ergy of the target nucleus, which is assumed to consist of
A nucleons, the CM momentum is related to ENlab via
p2CM =
ENlabA
2m2(ENlab + 2m)
m2(A+ 1)2 + 2AmENlab
' 2A
2
(A+ 1)2
mENlab , (14)
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Fig. 4. Predictions for the differential cross section, nucleon
and deuteron analyzing powers Any and A
d
y as well as deuteron
tensor analyzing powers Ayy, Axz and Axx in elastic nucleon-
deuteron scattering at laboratory energy of ENlab = 10 MeV
at NLO (yellow bands) and N2LO (green bands) based on the
SMS NN potentials of Ref. [7] for Λ = 500 MeV. The light-
(dark-) shaded bands indicate 95% (68%) DoB intervals using
the Bayesian model C¯6500.5−10. The dotted (dashed) lines show
the results based on the CD Bonn NN potential [15] (CD Bonn
NN potential in combination with the Tucson-Melbourne 3NF
[57]). Open circles are neutron-deuteron from Ref. [58] and
proton-deuteron data from Ref. [59,60,61], corrected for the
Coulomb effects, see Ref. [56] for details.
where m is the nucleon mass and “'” refers to the non-
relativistic approximation. Identifying the scale p ≡ |p|
in Eq. (2) with pCM ≡ |pCM| results in A-dependent val-
ues of the expansion parameter Q corresponding to the
same excess energy. For example, the pion production
threshold in the NN (Nd) system with ENlab ∼ 290 MeV
(ENlab ∼ 215 MeV) corresponds to pCM ∼ 370 MeV (pCM ∼
425 MeV), leading to the expansion parameter of Q = 0.57
(Q = 0.65). Alternatively, one can define the momentum
scale p in terms of the Lorentz-invariant excess energy√
s−√s0 =
√
s− (A+ 1)m available in the A+ 1-nucleon
system and define the momentum scale p via the relation
√
s− (A+ 1)m =: 2
√
p2 +m2 − 2m, (15)
that ensures that p coincides with pCM in the NN system.
Here, s is the usual Mandelstam variable. One can thus
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Fig. 5. Results for the differential cross section, nucleon and
deuteron analyzing powers Any and A
d
y as well as deuteron ten-
sor analyzing powers Ayy, Axz and Axx in elastic nucleon-
deuteron scattering at laboratory energy of ENlab = 70 MeV
at NLO (yellow bands) and N2LO (green bands) based on the
SMS NN potentials of Ref. [7] for Λ = 500 MeV. Red dashed
lines show the N2LO results for the cutoff values of Λ = 400,
450, 500 and 550 MeV (the lines with a shorter dash length
correspond to smaller cutoff values). Open circles are proton-
deuteron data from Ref. [62]. For remaining notation see Fig. 4.
express the scale p in terms of ENlab via
p2 =
s− 2(A− 1)m√s+ (A+ 1)(A− 3)m2
4
(16)
with s = m2(A + 1)2 + 2AmENlab. In the nonrelativistic
approximation, this relation simplifies to
p2 =
A
A+ 1
mENlab . (17)
The nonrelativistic approximation holds at a sub-percent
level for the energy range considered in this study and we
use the relation (17) to define the expansion parameter pa-
rameter Q in Eq. (2). The breakdown scale Λb = 650 MeV
then corresponds to the excess energy of ∼ 400 MeV in-
dependently of the number of nucleons A in the target
nucleus. Notice that the employed model leads to less con-
servative error estimates for A > 1 as compared with the
assignment of p = pCM in Eq. (2).
We now turn to the results for Nd scattering observ-
ables at ENlab = 10 . . . 135 MeV shown in Figs. 4-7. Except
for the differential cross section at ENlab = 70 MeV shown
in the upper left panel of Fig. 5, the results at N2LO can
be regarded as parameter-free predictions. It is reassur-
ing to see that the calculated observables are in a reason-
ably good agreement with the experimental data, which in
most cases lie within the 95% DoB intervals. One should,
however, keep in mind that the estimated truncation er-
rors depend on the Bayesian model, assumed prior sets
and the values of parameters M effpi and Λb. While model
dependence of uncertainty estimates is expected to de-
crease at high chiral orders, it may still be significant at
N2LO.
While we only show the uncertainty bands for the cut-
off value of Λ = 500 MeV, the results for different val-
ues of Λ are similar. To illustrate this point we plot in
Fig. 5 for the intermediate energy of ENlab = 70 MeV the
N2LO results for all available cutoff values in the range of
Λ = 400 . . . 550 MeV. Notice that the residual cutoff de-
pendence of the considered observables at NLO is similar
to the one at N2LO and is, in most cases, comparable with
the N2LO 68% DoB intervals. These results demonstrate
that our calculations for different values of Λ are consis-
tent with each other within errors. Notice further that the
softest cutoff of Λ = 400 MeV shows the largest devia-
tion from the bulk behavior and from the experimental
data, which presumably points to the increasing amount
of finite-regulator artifacts.
We also show in Figs. 4-7 the results based on the
CD Bonn NN potential [15] with and without the Tuscon-
Melbourne (TM) 3NF [57]. In particular, for the cases
where the TM 3NF is known to provide sizable correc-
tions such as e.g. for the differential cross section around
its minimum and for the deuteron analyzing powers at
the intermediate energies of ENlab = 70 and 135 MeV, our
N2LO results agree well with the CD Bonn NN plus TM
3NF calculations, while the predictions based on the CD
Bonn NN force alone are often outside the 65% and some-
times even 95% DoB intervals. This should not come as
surprise given the known weak dependence of the Nd elas-
tic scattering observables on the off-shell behavior of the
NN potentials [64] and a similar structure of the TM and
the leading chiral 3NF at N2LO [65,66] largely driven by
the intermediate ∆(1232) excitation.
Similarly to our findings in Ref. [38] based on the SCS
interactions of Refs. [5,6], the nucleon and deuteron vec-
tor analyzing powers are also properly described (within
errors) at the lowest considered energy of ENlab = 10 MeV
showing no evidence of the so-called Ay-puzzle [64] at this
chiral order. The much larger truncation uncertainty for
the vector analyzing powers at this low energy as com-
pared with other observables indicates their strongly fine-
tuned nature, see also Ref. [38] for a related discussion.
We further emphasize that the approximate subtraction
of the Coulomb effects from the proton-deuteron data at
this energy may lead to sizable uncertainties.
In Refs. [39,40], we have calculated Nd scattering ob-
servables based on the SCS NN chiral potentials of Refs. [5,
6] and estimated the truncation errors using the EKM ap-
proach. While these calculations are incomplete starting
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Fig. 6. Predictions for the differential cross section, nucleon
and deuteron analyzing powers Any and A
d
y as well as deuteron
tensor analyzing powers Ayy, Axz and Axx in elastic nucleon-
deuteron scattering at laboratory energy of ENlab = 135 MeV
at NLO (yellow bands) and N2LO (green bands) based on the
SMS NN potentials of Ref. [7] for Λ = 500 MeV. Open cir-
cles are proton-deuteron data from Ref. [62]. For remaining
notation see Fig. 4.
from N2LO due to the missing 3NF, they have demon-
strated that the expected accuracy of chiral EFT at high
orders such as N4LO should be substantially smaller than
the observed discrepancies between state-of-the-art calcu-
lations and experimental data. Fig. 8 shows an update
of these finding by using the new SMS NN potentials
of Ref. [7], including the 3NF at N2LO and replacing
the EKM approach to estimating truncation errors by
the Bayesian model C¯6500.5−10. Specifically, the incomplete
N3LO and N4LO results shown in this figure are based on
the N3LO and N4LO+ NN potentials accompanied with
the N2LO 3NF with the LECs cD and cE being read-
justed to the 3H binding energy and the differential cross
section at ENlab = 70 MeV in exactly the same way as
done at N2LO. In the 3NF, we have used the values of
the LECs ci from Ref. [12] consistent with the NN inter-
actions at the corresponding chiral order, namely c1 =
−1.07 GeV−1, c3 = −5.32 GeV−1 and c4 = 3.56 GeV−1
at N3LO and c1 = −1.10 GeV−1, c3 = −5.54 GeV−1 and
c4 = 4.17 GeV
−1 at N4LO, subject to the additional shifts
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Fig. 7. Predictions for polarization transfer coefficients Kyxx,
Kyy , K
y
yy, K
y
xz, K
y
xx − Kyyy and the induced polarization P y
in elastic nucleon-deuteron scattering at laboratory energy of
ENlab = 135 MeV at NLO (yellow bands) and N
2LO (green
bands) based on the SMS NN potentials of Ref. [7] for Λ =
500 MeV. Open circles are proton-deuteron data from Ref. [63].
For remaining notation see Fig. 4.
of
δc1 = − g
2
AMpi
64piF 2pi
' −0.13 GeV−1 ,
δc3 = −δc4 = g
4
AMpi
16piF 2pi
' 0.86 GeV−1 , (18)
generated by the pion loop contributions to the 3NF at
N3LO [17]. Since we do not have complete results be-
yond N2LO, the error bands in Fig. 8 are obtained by
just rescaling the corresponding 68% and 95% N2LO DoB
intervals. The incomplete N3LO and N4LO+ results may,
of course, still be regarded as complete N2LO predictions.
At ENlab = 200 MeV, the N
3LO uncertainty bands are still
quite sizable indicating that the N4LO contributions to
the 3NF could play a significant role. Thus, fully in line
with the findings of Ref. [39,40], our results suggest that
the accurate description of Nd scattering data below pion
production threshold will likely require the chiral expan-
sion of the 3NF to be pushed to N4LO. Notice that the
accurate and precise description of neutron-proton and
proton-proton data below pion production threshold also
required the chiral expansion of the NN force to be pushed
to N4LO (or even N4LO+) [7].
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Fig. 8. Results for the differential cross section, nucleon and
deuteron analyzing powers Any and A
d
y as well as deuteron
tensor analyzing powers Ayy, Axz and Axx in elastic nucleon-
deuteron scattering at laboratory energy of ENlab = 200 MeV
based on the SMS NN potentials of Ref. [7] at N3LO (blue
shaded bands) and N4LO+ (red shaded bands) combined with
the 3NF at N2LO using Λ = 500 MeV. Blue (red) shaded
bands show the expected truncation uncertainty for complete
N3LO (N4LO) calculations and are obtained by multiplying
the N2LO truncation errors for the model C¯6500.5−10 with the
expansion parameter Q ' 0.55 (Q2 ' 0.3). Open circles are
proton-deuteron data from Ref. [67]. For remaining notation
see Fig. 4.
4 Subleading short-range 3NF: An
exploratory study
To include the 3NF contributions beyond N2LO one needs
to regularize the corresponding pion loop contributions
consistently with the NN interactions of [7] in a chirally
symmetric manner, see Refs. [35,36] for discussion. Such
consistently regularized pion-exchange contributions to the
3NF are not yet available beyond N2LO. In addition to
long- and intermediate-range interactions generated by
pion-exchange diagrams, the chiral 3NF involves ten purely
short-range operators at N4LO, which have been worked
out in Ref. [32]. In the exploratory study of Ref. [68], the
effects of these subleading short-range terms are investi-
gated in proton-deuteron scattering below Eplab = 3 MeV
within the hybrid approach based on phenomenological
two- and three-nucleon forces. The authors of Ref. [68]
have succeeded to fit the coefficients of the short-range op-
erators to obtain a good description of experimental data
at Eplab = 3 MeV. However, except for fine-tuned observ-
ables like the neutron-deuteron doublet scattering length,
which is well known to be correlated with the 3H binding
energy, and the analyzing powers Ay and iT11, see Fig. 4,
the scattering observables at such low energies are domi-
nated by the NN interaction, and the 3NFs are expected
to play a minor role [64]. On the other hand, large discrep-
ancies between theory and data are observed in Nd elastic
scattering at intermediate and higher energies, where the
3NFs are expected to play a prominent role [69].
To explore the role of the subleading short-range 3NF
contributions we choose two out of the ten terms, namely
the isoscalar central and spin-orbit interactions
V3N = E1 q
2
1 + iE7 q1 × (K1 −K2) · (σ1 + σ2)
+ 5 permutations , (19)
where Ki = (p
′
i + pi)/2 while E1 and E7 denote the cor-
responding LECs. We apply the same nonlocal Gaussian
regulator as employed in the N2LO short-range part of
the 3NF and defined in Eq. (13), and restrict ourselves
to the cutoff Λ = 450 MeV. In this study we do not at-
tempt to determine the LECs E1 and E7 from data but
explore effects of these 3NF terms for fixed values of these
LECs. Specifically, in a complete analogy with Eq. (11),
we express Ei in terms of dimensionless coefficients cEi
according to
Ei =
cEi
F 4piΛ
3
χ
. (20)
For the coefficients cEi , we consider in this study the fixed
values of cEi = ±2. Based on the variation of the LEC
cE , which, depending on the cutoff Λ = 400 . . . 550 MeV,
takes the values in the ranges of cE = −0.3 . . . 1.2, cE =
−0.3 . . . 0.8, cE = −0.6 . . . 0.7 and cE = −0.5 . . . 0.7 when
using the the NN potential at orders N2LO, N3LO, N4LO
and N4LO+, respectively, we expect that the actual val-
ues of cEi should lie well within the range spanned by
cEi = ±2. The adopted naturalness estimates are, how-
ever, subject to convention-dependent ambiguities4 and
should be taken with care. A more meaningful and reli-
able assessment of the natural size of the LECs can be
carried out in the spectroscopic basis as done in Ref. [7]
for the NN potentials. This, however, would require the
inclusion of a complete set of independent contact opera-
tors in the 3NF at N4LO, which goes beyond the scope of
our study.
For a given observable, the impact of the subleading
short-range 3NF terms can be quantified by comparing
the results for cEi = ±2 with those for cEi = 0 after
renormalization. Since we are only able to perform implicit
renormalization by expressing the bare LECs in terms of
low-energy observables, this requires a readjustment of the
LECs cD and cE for every considered set of cE1 , cE7 . To al-
low for a meaningful interpretation of the obtained results,
we follow in each case exactly the same fitting procedure
4 For example, our notation for the spin-orbit term ∝ E7 in
the 3NF differs from the one adopted in Ref. [68] by a factor
of 1/2.
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Fig. 9. LECs cD and cE determined from the
3H binding
energy and the Nd cross section minimum at ENlab = 70 MeV
as functions of the LECs cE1 (filled purple squares) and cE7
(filled blue circles).
as explained in section 3 by adjusting cD and cE to the
3H binding energy and the Nd cross section minimum at
ENlab = 70 MeV. In Fig. 9 we show the resulting depen-
dence of cD and cE on cE1 and cE7 . In addition to looking
at the absolute values of the various dimensionless LECs,
it is also instructive to compare the corresponding expec-
tation values in the triton state, which are listed in Ta-
ble 1. For the considered SMS regulator and Λ = 450 MeV,
the expectation value of the two-pion exchange 3NF con-
tributions amounts to 〈V2pi〉 = −0.19 MeV.5 Notice that
the spin-orbit 3NF term ∝ cE7 does not contribute to the
S-wave partial waves in the triton state (for the employed
angle-independent regulator), and is found to provide a
negligible contribution to the 3H binding energy. The ap-
parent contradiction with the findings of Ref. [68] regard-
ing this term is presumably caused by a different regulator
employed in that paper. The expected natural contribu-
tion of the 3NF can be estimated based on naive dimen-
sional analysis via |〈V3N 〉| ∼ Q3|〈V2N 〉| ∼ 0.33×40 MeV ∼
1 MeV. For cE7 = ±2, the individual terms in the 3NF
already start exceeding their expected natural size, thus
indicating that the considered values for this LEC likely
overestimate its natural range. This conclusion is sup-
ported by Nd scattering results described below.
We are now in the position to discuss the effects of
the subleading short-range contributions to the 3NF in
selected Nd scattering observables. To that aim, we first
perform calculations based on the NN SMS potential of
Ref. [7] at N4LO+ together with the 3NF at N2LO.
The resulting predictions for the Nd elastic scattering
observables lie in the middle of the blue bands as shown
in Figs. 10, 11 for the intermediate energy of ENlab =
135 MeV. The light- and dark-shaded blue bands show
the 95% and 68% DoB intervals for the truncation er-
ror at N3LO. These error bands do not properly reflect
the uncertainty of our calculation, which is only com-
plete through N2LO, but show the expected size of N4LO
5 We emphasize again that the regularized two-pion ex-
change contributions contain admixtures of the short-range cD-
and cE-like terms. When adopting the convention of Ref. [7] by
explicitly subtracting the short-range pieces of the two-pion ex-
change, the expectation value changes to 〈V2pi〉 = −0.61 MeV,
showing that the N2LO 3NF is actually dominated by the long-
range pieces.
Table 1. Expectation values in the triton state (calculated
using the N4LO+ NN force alone) of the various short-range
terms in the 3NF (in MeV) for the cutoff Λ = 450 MeV.
(cE1 , cE7) 〈VD〉 〈VE〉 〈VE1〉 〈VE7〉
(0, 0) 0.46 −0.53 0 0
(2, 0) −0.52 −0.06 0.69 0
(−2, 0) 1.16 −0.30 −0.69 0
(0, 2) −1.37 1.43 0 0
(0, −2) 1.42 −1.32 0 0
corrections estimated within the employed Bayesian ap-
proach. Next, we repeat the calculations by switching on
the N4LO short-range terms in the 3NF. The resulting
predictions for cE1 = ±2 and cE7 = 0 (cE1 = 0 and
cE7 = ±2) are shown in Figs. 10, 11 by the purple dashed-
dotted (blue dashed) lines. As expected from the esti-
mated truncation uncertainty at N3LO, the considered
N4LO 3NF terms yield sizable contribution to the Nd scat-
tering observables at this rather high energy, especially in
the region of the cross section minimum and at backward
angles. In fact, the magnitude of the cE1 = ±2 corrections
compares well with the width of the N3LO error bands,
especially with the ones corresponding to 95% DoB inter-
vals. This finding supports our expectation that the actual
value of this LEC should be well within the considered
range of cE1 = ±2. On the other hand, the contributions
of the cE7-term lie in most cases outside of the N
3LO trun-
cation bands, which suggests that the employed values of
cE7 = ±2 overestimate the natural size of this LEC. This
conclusion is in line with the pattern shown in Fig. 9,
which indicates a significantly larger shifts in the LECs
cD, cE induced by changing δcE7 = ±2 as compared with
the ones induced by δcE1 = ±2.
Another interesting observation is that both the cE1-
and cE7- contributions tend to lie well within the trunca-
tion bands at forward angles while outside at backward
angles. This could indicate a shortcoming of the employed
Bayesian model, which relies on Eq. (2) and does not ex-
plicitly account for higher momentum scales being probed
in backward scattering as compared with forward scatter-
ing, see also Ref. [51] for a similar conclusion.
At the lowest considered energy of ENlab = 10 MeV,
the effects of the considered N4LO 3NF terms turn out
to be small, see the right panel of Fig. 12 for a represen-
tative example, except for the nucleon and deuteron vec-
tor analyzing powers ANy and A
d
y. These results provide
yet another confirmation of the fine-tuned nature of these
observables, see the discussion in section 3, and indicate
that the apparent Ay-puzzle could be naturally resolved
at the N4LO level by the corresponding short-range con-
tributions to the 3NF [70], see also Ref. [71] for a related
discussion within pionless EFT. While the spin-orbit 3NF
is well known to have a strong impact on the vector an-
alyzing power [72], we found, quite surprisingly, that the
isoscalar central short-range 3NF term ∝ cE1 also sig-
nificantly affects Ay. A comparison of effects due to the
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Fig. 10. Results for the differential cross section, nucleon and
deuteron analyzing powers Any and A
d
y as well as deuteron
tensor analyzing powers Ayy, Axz and Axx in elastic nucleon-
deuteron scattering at laboratory energy of ENlab = 135 MeV
based on the SMS NN potentials of Ref. [7] at N4LO+ in com-
bination with the 3NF at N2LO using Λ = 450 MeV. Blue
light- (dark-) shaded bands show the expected truncation un-
certainty for a complete N3LO calculation and are obtained by
multiplying the N2LO truncation error corresponding to 95%
(68%) DoB intervals for the model C¯6500.5−10 with the expansion
parameter Q ' 0.45. Short-dashed-dotted and long-dashed-
dotted purple lines show the impact of the N4LO central short-
range 3NF ∝ cE1 with cE1 = −2 and cE1 = 2, respectively.
Similarly, short-dashed and long-dashed blue lines show the
impact of the N4LO spin-orbit short-range 3NF ∝ cE7 with
cE7 = −2 and cE7 = 2, respectively. For remaining notation
see Fig. 6.
cEi-terms with the estimated truncation error bands at
ENlab = 10 MeV leads to the same conclusions as reached
at the higher energy of ENlab = 135 MeV.
Last but not least, we have also looked at the differen-
tial cross section in the so-called symmetric space star con-
figuration of the Nd breakup reaction at ENlab = 13 MeV,
which is known to represent another low-energy puzzle in
the three-nucleon continuum. Contrary to Ay, this observ-
able is dominated by the S-wave components of the NN
force and turns out to be highly insensitive to the 3NFs
considered so far, see Ref. [73] for recent results based on
the SCS nuclear potentials of Refs. [5,6,38]. We found that
the inclusion of the cEi-terms has a negligible effect on the
cross section in this breakup configuration, and the ob-
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 12 but for polarization transfer coeffi-
cients Kyxx, K
y
y , K
y
yy, K
y
xz, K
y
xx −Kyyy and the induced polar-
ization P yin elastic nucleon-deuteron scattering at laboratory
energy of ENlab = 135 MeV. For remaining notation see Figs. 6
and 10.
tained results essentially coinside with the one presented
in Ref. [73]. The observed discrepancy between the theo-
retical calculations and the neutron- and proton-deuteron
data thus indeed appears to be puzzling. It will be inter-
esting to see if this puzzle can be resolved by the inclusion
of the N3LO and remaining N4LO contributions to the
3NF.
5 Summary and conclusions
In this paper we analyzed selected Nd scattering observ-
ables at N2LO in chiral EFT based on the SMS interac-
tions of Ref. [7]. The main results of our study can be
summarized as follows.
– Following the approach of Ref. [41], we have explored
several pointwise Bayesian models for quantifying trun-
cation uncertainties in chiral EFT and tuned them
by calculating angular distributions of neutron-proton
scattering.
– Using the SMS NN forces of Ref. [7] accompanied with
the N2LO 3NF regularized in the same way, we have
determined the LECs cD and cE entering the 3NF from
the 3H binding energy and the Nd cross section data
of Ref. [62] at ENlab = 70 MeV. The resulting N
2LO re-
sults for elastic Nd scattering observables agree within
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 10 but for the nucleon vector analyzing
power Ay (left panel) and deuteron tensor analyzing power
Axx (right panel) at laboratory energy of E
N
lab = 10 MeV. For
remaining notation see Figs. 4 and 10.
errors with our earlier N2LO calculations based on the
SCS interactions [38] and with experimental data.
– The truncation errors for various Nd scattering ob-
servables estimated in [39,40,38] using the approach
of Ref. [5] are found to be consistent with 68% DoB
intervals for the employed Bayesian model C¯6500.5−10. In
particular, we confirm our earlier findings in Refs. [39,
40], obtained using the SCS NN forces of Refs. [5,6],
that Nd scattering at intermediate and higher ener-
gies provides a “golden window” to study higher-order
contributions to the chiral 3NF.
– Based on the estimated truncation errors, we argue
that a high-precision description of neutron-deuteron
scattering below pion production threshold will likely
require pushing the chiral expansion of the 3NF at
least to N4LO. This conclusion is in line with the con-
vergence pattern of the chiral expansion in the NN sec-
tor [7] and is further substantiated by an exploratory
study of the short-range 3NF contributions ∝ E1,7,
which, as expected from our Bayesian analysis, are
found to have significant effect on Nd polarization ob-
servables at intermediate energies. Our results show
that the contributions to the 3NF beyond N2LO are
indeed potentially capable of resolving the discrepan-
cies between theory and experiment observed in Nd
scattering at intermediate and higher energies [69].
As a next step, this study should be extended to N3LO,
which will require the inclusion of consistently regularized
3NF contributions. Work along these lines is in progress
by the LENPIC Collaboration.
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A Analytic expressions for the posterior pdf
For the Gaussian prior pdf in Eq. (6), the posterior pdf
takes the form
prCh (∆|{ci≤k}) =
1√
piq¯2c2k
(
c2k
c2k +∆
2/q¯2
)k/2
(21)
×
Γ
[
k
2 ,
1
2c¯2>
(
c2k +
∆2
q¯2
)]
− Γ
[
k
2 ,
1
2c¯2<
(
c2k +
∆2
q¯2
)]
Γ
[
k−1
2 ,
c2k
2c¯2>
]
− Γ
[
k−1
2 ,
c2k
2c¯2<
] ,
where q¯2 ≡∑k+hi=k+1Q2i, c2k ≡∑i∈A c2i and the incomplete
gamma function is defined as
Γ(s, x) =
∫ ∞
x
dt ts−1 e−t . (22)
For the noninformative prior C with c¯< =  and c¯> =
1/, the expression for the posterior, after taking the limit
→ 0 for c2k 6= 0 simplifies to
prCh (∆|{ci≤k}) =
1√
piq¯2c2k
Γ
(
k
2
)
Γ
(
k−1
2
) ( c2k
c2k +∆
2/q¯2
)k/2
.
(23)
B Partial wave decomposition of the N4LO
3NF contact terms
For the E1-term
V3N = E1
∑
i6=j 6=k
q2i , (24)
we choose the Faddeev component V
(1)
3N = 2E1 q
2
1 invari-
ant with respect to the interchange of nucleons 2 and 3
and obtain
〈p′k′α′|V (1)3N |pkα〉 = 32pi2E1 δs′s δl′0 δl0 δsj′ δsj δT ′T δM ′TMT
× δt′t
[
(k2 + k′2) δλ′0 δλ0 δI′ 12 δI 12 −
2
3
k k′ δλ′1 δλ1 δI′I
]
,
with p, p′, k and k′ denoting the corresponding Jacobi
momenta.
For the E7-term
V3N = iE7
∑
i6=j 6=k
qi × (Ki −Kj) · (σi + σj) , (25)
we choose the Faddeev component
V
(1)
3N = i E7
[
q1 × (K1 −K2) · (σ1 + σ2)
+ q1 × (K1 −K3) · (σ1 + σ3)
]
(26)
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and obtain
〈p′k′α′|V (1)3N |pkα〉 = 8pi2E7 δT ′T δM ′TMT δt′t
×
[
−
√
2
(
1− (−1)s′+s
)
(−1)J+ 12
×
(
p k δl′0 δλ′0 δl1 δλ1 δs′j′ δ
I′ 12
√
jˆIˆ
{
1 s s′
j 1 1
}{
s′ j 1
I 12 J
}
− p′ k δl′1 δλ′0 δl0 δλ1 δsj δ
I′ 12
√
jˆ′Iˆ
{
1 s′ s
j′ 1 1
}{
j′ s 1
I 12 J
}
− p k′ δl′0 δλ′1 δl1 δλ0 δs′j′ δ
I
1
2
√
jˆIˆ ′
{
1 s s′
j 1 1
}{
j s′ 1
I ′ 12 J
}
+ p′ k′ δl′1 δλ′1 δl0 δλ0 δsj δ
I
1
2
√
jˆ′Iˆ ′
{
1 s′ s
j′ 1 1
}{
s j′ 1
I ′ 12 J
})
+ 12 k′ k δl′0 δλ′1 δl0 δλ1 δs′s δs′j′ δsj
(
δI′I(−1)I+
1
2
{ 1
2 1 I
1 12 1
}
+ δs1
√
Iˆ ′Iˆ (−1)I′+I+J+ 12
{
1 I I ′
1
2 1 1
}{
1 I I ′
J 1 1
})]
,
with Xˆ ≡ 2X+1. For more details on notation see Ref. [64].
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